INSTRUCTIONS
Your new Smokers Cease-Fire™ product is fully assembled
and ready to use. However we recommend additional weight
be added to the bottom to avoid tip-over in adverse weather
conditions.
To add additional weight:
1. Unscrew and remove black knob in back of unit. Turn top slightly and lift the top off.
2. Fill the liner pail with sand, approximately 1/3 to 1/2 full. Another option is to place a brick inside pail.
3. Once the weight has been added, place the top section over bottom. Align front slot, slide down and turn top slightly to the
left, so rear hole of top aligns with threaded insert of the bottom. Screw in knob to secure top and bottom together.

TO SECURE YOUR UNIT IN PLACE:
You may use the holes on both sides of the bottom to either lock and/or chain the receptacle to prevent theft or damage.

GETTING STARTED
Once your Smokers Cease-Fire™ is in place
and is first used, you may experience a bit of
smoke coming out of the top. This is normal
as it will take the disposal of a few cigarettes
to use up the oxygen in the container. Under
heavy use conditions, it is recommended the
unit be cleaned regularly to prevent excessive
tar build up.

CAUTION

Covered opening keeps
rain out and discourages
other kinds of rubbish
from being dropped in.

38mm opening
permits easy use
and promotes good
housekeeping.

Molded in graphics easily
identifies how to use.

Low maintenance,
high density
polyethylene
construction with
flame retardant
additive won’t rust,
dent, crack or peel.

Attractive, functional
design in neutral grey
hides cigarette litter.

Smokers Cease-Fire™ has been specifically
designed to limit the flow of oxygen, thereby
eliminating the chance of fire. To function
properly, this unit must be SECURELY CLOSED
AT ALL TIMES.
THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING THE
SMOKERS CEASE-FIRE™
Contact PBA SAFETY for your waste disposal needs. a variety
of different receptacles are available ... all of which help keep
your facility clean while reducing the risk of fires.

- Cease-Fire™ containers for paper waste.
- Covers for 60 & 200 litre drums of combustible materials.
- Oily waste cans for solvent soaked rags.
- Biohazard cans for biological waste.

Easy-open and
easy-close twist on
lid, secure enough
to prevent spills.

Broad base
for stability.

Galvanised steel
liner pail removes
for easy cleaning
Tie-down notches
on both sides
provide additional
security from theft
or severe weather.

Innovative design
limits the flow of
oxygen to safely and
quickly extinguish
cigarettes to reduce
the risk of fire.

PERFECT FOR ANYWHERE PEOPLE SMOKE CIGARETTES
MANUFACTURING PLANTS / TRANSPORT TERMINALS / RESTAURANTS / RETAIL STORES / PETROL STATIONS
SPORTS & HEALTH STADIUMS / HOSPITALS / SHOPPING CENTRES / HOTELS / OFFICE CENTRES
RECREATIONAL PARKS / COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES / GOVERNMENT
Please contact your nearest PBA Safety office for further details or E-mail us at:

sales@pbasafety.com.au www.pbasafety.com.au
Phone:
Fax:
Contact:

Victoria
03 9455 3255
03 9459 5600
Geoff Pratt

Queensland
07 3289 3436
07 3289 3423
Graham Addelsee

NSW
02 6040 3888
02 6040 3700
Andrew Pratt

